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BURGESS OWENS (R-UT-04)
Member, House Education and Labor Committee; Member, House Judiciary Committee
PRE-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/BurgessOwens/status/1324804753650380800

For 4 years the @DNC spent millions of dollars, and flooded our airwaves with warnings of how easily corrupted the presidential election can be... Now they're offended people believed them?

3:04 PM  Nov 6, 2020  · Twitter for Android

https://twitter.com/BurgessOwens/status/1331404745878212608

Secure elections are essential for a free country. Both Republicans and Democrats should be demanding that any potential fraud be investigated so that we're confident in the election results. If you agree, sign our petition for election integrity:

Sign the petition for election integrity!

Add your name... ▶

Demand election integrity
Burgess Owens for Congress
_secure.winred.com

8:10 PM  Nov 24, 2020  · Sprout Social
Standing up for free and fair elections isn't Republican or Democrat, it's American. It's not about changing or overturning, it's about giving each person that walks into a voting booth the confidence that what they're doing matters.
DAY OF –

https://twitter.com/RepBurgessOwens/status/1346816473235296256 (before riot)

Rep. Burgess Owens
@RepBurgessOwens

Proud to sign this statement alongside so many of my colleagues. We owe it to the American people to protect the integrity of our electoral system. Period.

https://twitter.com/RepMikeJohnson/status/1346817123860017154 (retweet before riot)

Rep. Mike Johnson
@RepMikeJohnson

We MUST fight for election integrity, the Constitution, and the preservation of our republic! It will be my honor to help lead that fight in the Congress today.

The statement I drafted summarizes our position and the legal analysis that supports it.
https://twitter.com/BurgessOwens/status/1346825255734575104 (before riot)

Burgess Owens @BurgessOwens

This is not about "overturning an election". This is about protecting the integrity of our elections.

Rep. Burgess Owens @RepBurgessOwens · Jan 6

Proud to sign this statement alongside so many of my colleagues. We owe it to the American people to protect the integrity of our electoral system. Period.

mikejohnson.house.gov/media/press-re...

9:25 AM · Jan 6, 2021 · Twitter Web App

https://twitter.com/RepBurgessOwens/status/1347015088272654338 (after riot)

Replying to @RepBurgessOwens

It is time for us to unite and focus on healing our country. I look forward to working with my colleagues to identify solutions that will restore faith in our democracy, and to getting back to the people's work.

9:59 PM · Jan 6, 2021 · Twitter Web App
POST-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/BurgessOwens/status/1351076021714509824

Humm..have you considered doing homework before commenting on Pa? Lived there for 23 years. Leads nation with number of convicted/incarcerated politicians since 2010 (32) Next NY (23). Corruption is a science & the Black community there suffers. My guess— you could care less

https://twitter.com/BurgessOwens/status/1351092834678566917

Please note the response from an “empathy-free” soul... I mentioned the misery of urban Black Americans I’ve witnessed in the corrupt Dem controlled Pa ..no curiosity, no questions, no “what do mean”?...unfortunately with angry hearts they get angrier and simply “could care less”

4:03 AM · Jan 18, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone
Remember my friends, we are Americans. We fight back the Left’s divisive spirit and replace it with We the People harmony. We inherently drift toward the light...civility, service, kindness. Let’s work to find our better selves & watch the angry left implode. Can’t help themselves

Burgess try he carpetbagger why not go back to PA and leave Utah alone you and trump are responsible for the attack on the capital . Resign

It’s true, but the problem is not realizing 99.999% of people agree with that statement.

White supremacy is bad.
CHRIS STEWART (R-UT-02)
Member, House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence; Member, House Appropriations Committee
PRE-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/RepChrisStewart/status/1324380218296016898

An important point on the mainstream media polls. They weren’t just incredibly wrong again. They’re not that incompetent. They didn’t just make a mistake. They made a decision. They said we’re willing to be wrong in order to shape public opinion. No one will hold us accountable.

10:57 AM · Nov 5, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/RepChrisStewart/status/1324380219218735105

A week after the election it won’t matter. We’re going to spend two years telling the country that Trump is going to lose, knowing it would have an affect.

It's nothing less than voter manipulation.

10:57 AM · Nov 5, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/RepChrisStewart/status/1324739282486071297

Free, fair, and transparent elections are the heart of America and what sets us apart from much of the world. We must continue to count all legal votes and if there is a legitimate claim to fraud, it should be investigated and brought before the courts.

10:43 AM · Nov 6, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
https://twitter.com/RepChrisStewart/status/1338925466888138755 – Excerpt selected by staff. Highlights added by staff.

Note: On the same day he published this op-ed, he also congratulated President-Elect Biden.

The greatest threat facing our country?

No one knows what is true anymore...

No free nation can survive when its citizens no longer know what to believe or who to trust.

Read my latest op-ed in the @DeseretNews below.
https://twitter.com/RepChrisStewart/status/1346154785351888898

This Tweet was deleted by the Tweet author. Learn more

Rep. Chris Stewart 🌟
@RepChrisStewart

Replying to @RepChrisStewart

Until we have resolved the issues surrounding voting irregularities, ballot integrity and security, and the implementation of state election laws, I can not, in good conscience, uphold the oath I took to protect and defend our constitution by voting to certify the election.

1:01 PM · Jan 4, 2021 · Twitter Web App

https://twitter.com/RepChrisStewart/status/1346156714798833665

Rep. Chris Stewart 🌟
@RepChrisStewart

After serious thought and consideration, I will not vote to certify the election. I believe there are critical questions that need to be answered concerning our Presidential election.

1:09 PM · Jan 4, 2021 · Twitter Web App

Replying to @RepChrisStewart

Until we have resolved the issues surrounding voting irregularities, ballot integrity and security, and the implementation of state election laws, I can not, in good conscience, uphold the oath I took to protect and defend our constitution by voting to certify the election.

Replying to @RepChrisStewart

Voting is the most important duty we exercise in a republic. By my objection to certify the election, I am safeguarding the sanctity of each vote.

Replying to @RepChrisStewart

President-elect Joe Biden deserves to enter his Presidency without this cloud hanging over him. President Trump deserves answers, and most importantly, the American people deserve to have their confidence in our elections restored.
POST-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/RepChrisStewart/status/1353701688671170562

Video: “For heaven’s sake, this is like Germany in 1936.”

ICYMI: I joined @TeamCavuto to discuss publishers being pressured to ban Trump staff memoirs, the Jan. 6th riots, and more. Watch the full interview below.

Rep. Stewart on publishers being pressured to ban Trump staff...
Rep. Chris Stewart, R-Utah, provides insight into free speech in America on ‘CAVUTO Live.’
video.foxnews.com

8:50 AM · Jan 25, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

###